
INVESTING
Grow with constancy and strategy



Investment

Def. economy: Placement of a capital in activities and
purchases that determine its increase; ext. the sum
invested: i. real estate, equity

INVESTMENT - - - -> RETURN



Convenience of an investment

• PP (Payback Period); 
• ROI (Return on Investment); 
• ROE (Return on Equity);



Timing

It is not so important to invest at the lowest 
possible price but to invest at the right time.

(Jesse Livermore)

✓ Our 'right time' during the Covid19 emergency



230 euro in 10 YEARS!

➢ 500 euro: from 2009 to 2029 = tot. 730 euro in 2019



ALBERT EINSTEIN: 

COMPOUND INTEREST

"Compound interest is the eighth wonder of the

world. Whoever understands it, earns it;

whoever doesn't understand it, pays for it."

It seems that Albert Einstein himself said this sentence.
After all, we are talking about compound interest, a concept
that is not easy to understand but very important, especially
for our pension planning.



COMPOUND INTEREST

Compound interest can be defined as the interest calculated not only on the
initial sum but also on the interest accumulated in previous periods. See it as a
snowball that as it comes down from the mountain gets bigger and bigger
because it accumulates snow on snow: here we earn interest on interest
creating a real “avalanche effect”.

All things take time to grow and the same goes for investments. Compound
interest is that "magical" ingredient that can help create an important capital
over time. Starting early is key because the truth is that when you start
investing it is sometimes more important than how much you save.



CREATE YOUR ECO-SYSTEM



CREATE YOUR ECO-SYSTEM

Example 1:
Capital invested 1000 US: monthly income 200 US
Total final annuity 2000 US (doubling investment plan)

Example 2:
Every month, from the 200 dollars accrued, take 100 and re-investment
100 = compound
investment plan. The money I earned works and not mine anymore.

➢ AT THE SAME TIME: POSSIBILITY TO ACTIVELY EARN BY WORD OF MOUTH AND
RECEIVE A FIXED MONTHLY BONUS AS A PRIZE



It's not a win but ...

It is not a win and, on the practical side, your result - without taking any
specific action - will simply be that of increasing the initial capital. This is
why the project is simple and sustainable and does not promise what it
cannot keep.

If other people will take advantage of this service thanks to you and your
word of mouth, the company recognizes an economic bonus with activated
registration and a fixed bonus once a certain number of customers has been
obtained.

The main objective for any investment company is to acquire customers,
while ours is to make our money work and earn in the WIN TO WIN LOGIC.



Purpose

Thanks the union of many different strategies united in a
unique license subscription and withdrawal
platform able to release reliable prizes, we can obtain
the best performances in any market situation.



Coin vs Token

➢ The Coin Wallet is the section where your
matured prizes are credited with license plans in
the form of coins.

➢ The Token Wallet is the section where your
matured prizes are credited with license plans in
the form of tokens.



Who can? How?

All people who have reached 18 years of age.

It’s necessary to have a valid ID, tax document, and email
address.

There is a link that connect directly to your display and
allows the registration of a new account.



How to get started?

➢ BUY BITCOIN (WITH A SPECIFIC APP) AND BUY A PACKAGE ON
THE PLATFORM THAT CORRESPONDS TO YOUR INITIAL
INVESTMENT CAPITAL (YOU CAN ALSO START WITH A BASIC
DOLLAR PACKAGE IF YOU WANT TO UNDERSTAND THE
OPERATION OF THE APPLICATION BETTER)

➢ EVERY MONTH WITHDRAWS THE MONEY ACCRUED ON YOUR
APPLICATION (YOU CAN ALREADY SPEND)



Start without investing?

It is possible to register through a reference link of our support team
to the investment system and become familiar with the dashboard and the 

company, but only when (and if) you activate the investment 
package your position will be considered really active.

This is because we want people to be sure of their investment 
and not they feel compelled to start something 

that '' they have not understood correctly ''.



One team, an organized 

support

We have created different supports and each person within our team 
performs a specific task, as in a company organization chart:

- Digital materials
- Different videos as support
- Investment and strategy trainers
- Technical support during the registration and withdrawal of the money
- Official presentations
- Basic and advanced group chats
- Etc.



Conclusion

We believe that the "Covid time" has sensitized the populations to
the importance of creating additional income, and possibly some of
them also automatic.

The social world and the digital age can be used not only as a
pastime and advertising, but as real sources of income.


